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Reducing Writing Apprehension in English Classes

Mary Ann Tighe

Writing apprehension means fear or anxiety about writing. Research in this

area offers three findings which are important to classroom teachers. First,

students who are highly apprehensive about writing do write less skillfully than

their more confident peers. Second, this apprehension interferes with the development

Of their *±.1ting skilld.. Ahd third, these students avoid writing situations, thereby

avoiding the very classes which might help them. It is not clear whether high

apprehension causes poor writing skills or lack of writing skills causes apprehension,

but there is probably an interaction. What then does cause writing apprehension?

Adverse critical comments seem to be the main source of writing apprehension; there

fore, evaluation procedures play a critical role in both creating and reducing ap-

prehension. What are the treatments? First, it is important for students to under-

stand the evaluatiOn policy, to examine sample writings and to discuss and to

determine appropriate criteria. Another approach to treating writing apprehension

is a task analycir4 to break down the writing task into clear, specific eteps and

devise Activities for each level so that writers master each step before moVing on

to the next. If they feel prepared to write, they are less apprehensive. And

finally, the use of peer groups for response during the revising stage is also

helpful. This overview of the research is explained more fully in Michael Smith's

ReduoIng_tiviting_ Apprehension (Urbana. ILs NOTE, 1984).

With this ba0cground in mind, I would like to look at a course in developmental

English which I taught last year. At Troy State University all entering freshmen

take a placement exam. It consists of an ObjectiVe test on gramnar and usage and

an essay, one paragraph in length, with a choice of three assigned topics. The

English faculty then determines placement in English 090, where the emphasis is

on grammar and usage; English 091, which focuses on the paragraph; or Englieh 101,

where studente begin writing essays. Laet winter I teught A section of English c091,
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Tighe 2

where the focus is on the development of nine paragraphs in six specific modes.

Studentu are required to write the paragraphs and complete indiVidualized assignments

in a self-help type workbook. I had to work within the confines of the syllabus,

but I was free to determine how I wanted to develop their writing skills within

these specific requirements. The students who were assigned to English 091 had

varying attitudes. Some were angry that they had been placed there, others were

embarrassed, and many were anxious and apprehensive. They lOoked at Ehgliai 091

as one more hurdle to be overcome before they could fUlfill their English requirement

and move on to the courses they really wer,ted to take. I had two goals. One was

to improve their writing ability. The other was to change their attitude so they

would see writing, not just as a set of exercises where they tried to guess what

the teacher wanted, but as a valuable skill that would help them sort out their

own ideas and experiences, a skill that would lead them to new anderstandings and

knowledge, and a skill that they would be using no matter what their Chosen profession.

On the first day of class students took the Daly-Miller Writing Apprehension

Test; You have a copy on page i of your handout. Take a moment to respond to

the first two or three statements; and then we will look at the way the ncale is

interpreted. On page 2 you will find a guide whi-ch identifies each statement as

positive or negative, with "positive" nOt meaping'a good attitude but meaning a

positive indication of high apprehension. Therefore, If students put a "1" for

number 1, they strongly agree with the statement; "I avoid writing," and they would

receive.only +1 points.

higher the total score,

the more apprehensive.

But if they strongly disagree, they receive +5 points. The

the more confident the writer, the lower tha total score;

Number 2 is a negative statement; it shows confidence; not

apprehension. If students strongly disagree with the statement, "I have no fear

of my writing's being evaluated, they receiVe -5 points, while students who agree

receive -1. Complete directions are included on page 2 under "Grading the Test."

Students completed this survey again at the end of the quarter, and we will be
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looking at the results of thes0 prit and Post-tests ih a few minutes.

Students also wrote pre-and post-essays. The assignment is printed on page 2.

For the pre-writing, one half the class received the topic; 'Tell about a tl.me when

you were happy." The other half was assigned the same topic with the subetitution

of "sad" for hippy. The aseignments were reversed at the end of the quarter, and

the papers were evaluated holistically.

Throughout the course I used three strategies to reduce uriting apprehension

and improve writing skills. First, all writing came from student journals and was

based on student experiences. Students made daily in-class journal entries and

were encouraged to continue writing outside the classroom. For journal topics I

used the suggestions in a book by Stephen Judy and Susan Judy, TheJreathing of

WtAtinK (New Yorks.John Wiley & Sons, 1981); The authors suggest a sequence of

writing assignments that move from "Opening Up" and "Exploring the Self" to writing

about "Oneself and Others" and finally "Exploring Issues, Problems, and Values"

in writing; On page 3 you will find examples from each of these categories. The

first category, "Opening Up," proVided content fior their first three paragraphs.

They had no required modes at iihikpoint, but most of them tended toward narrative

or description. Journal entries from "Exploring the SW" were used for example

and definition paragraphs, "Oneself and Others" served as a basis for comparison/

contrast and classification/division, and "Exploring Issues, Problems, and Values" was

a source for cause/effect and process analysis. Although teaching and requiring

students to write in specific modes can be a very limited writing experience, the

use of these journal topics proVided students With a much richer source Of Ideas

upon which to draw. And I believe that writing about their own experiences gave

them a sense of confidence; while the sequence of the topics moved them gradually

to a more public kind of writing;

The second strategy I used throughout the quarter was to complete all assign-

mente witil the class. Although the course outline was produet-oriented, I tried
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to develop the concept of writing as a process, sharing my own prewritings, drafts,

and revisions with the cIass. In turn, I asked them to share their writings and

ideas with partners, small groups, and eventually the entire class. I have Sn-

eluded on pages 4 and 5 some of the activities we used to encourage talking and

thinking about writing as a process and also the strategies we used to develop a

concept of audience and purpose.

On page 4 are the gUides for small discussion groups. At this point students

are moving from journal notes.to selecting topics and then to writing a draft. They

do this by first talking about tentative topics and noting audience response and

questions. In the second activity students are asked to make a judgment and rate,

two paragraphs by looking for specific details which illustrate abstract or general

ideas; They note that number 2 has significant information, it tells the reader

something they do not already know, it has sensory details, and it focuses on one

predominant image.

On page 5 there is a guide for partners to use when responding to a rough draft.

The questions are specifics they focus on the criteria which will be used to evaluate

the final paper. Also on page 5 is a guide for a writer's workshop. This is

another revision approach that may be used with the entire class or in smaller

groups.

For each of these activities students were working with my papers, too, and

I really did sense a change in class attitude. They became more positive, more

open, more willing to share their writing as I discussed my own. As they had

opportunities to talk about my writing, they became more receptive to my conments

about theirs. At the same time they were developing nkill in responding to each

others' writing.

The third strategy I used was to discuss evaluation procedures about midway

through the writing process, usually after the first draft was completed. Oh

page 6 you see two paragraphs which we discuss using the specific criteria identified

in the rating scale below; We discuss this scaIo, noting the emphasis on development.
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They note that paragraph number 1 remainii general. They underline sentences where

the author needs to doWnahift, tO noire on to specific details or examples. They

recOgnied that nuMbet 2 iS better becauae the author does move from abstract state-

ments about an "aria feeling" to concrete And Specific details. The three main

headings in the scale remain Undhanged for the nine assignments, but the subpoints

vary with 6k:tali dCaPedition. Students have input as to what criteria should be

included for each assignment;

Finally, after students have written pre- and post-essays on the sadrhappy topic,

a class member reads and evaluated beth essays to determine which is better. The

evaluation form in On 040 7; After authors recei7e this critique, they do a self,-

evaluatien Of their strengths and weaknesses. At the bottom of page 7 are the pre-

and post-essays that Mark wrote. The "sad" deday id the post-essay. Both a student

evaluator and I agreed that it Maa the bater essay. His peer critic commented,

while discudditig Organization and development, that in the "sad" espay "he went in

tied Ceder," but in the happy one "there is no definite order." In regard to

development the critic explained "He did gnOdrabout going general to specific. First

he talked about his Calf, then the thing4 that led up and his being sold." Mark, the

authO; identified his.own greatest strength as his imagination and his weakness

ad hia vocabulary; I think both etudents made some accurate and perceptive comments

about the writing. This is an important step for students who, at the beginning

of the course, had little ConfiEJnee in themselves and were waiting for me to tell

them what wes right or wrong with their writing.

On page 8 you see a summary of some of the findingv, and resultd of this

quarter's work. Under the heading Writing Apprehension are listed the plus and

minus scores fat 16 StUdentst thirteen were lass apprehensive, three were more so.

The increase in points varies widely, ranging from +1 to 32. I did not do an

analysts to discover how much of this increase was Statistically significant and

how much was due to Chande. I Simply looked for trends. Students in four other
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sections of English 091 also completed the pre- and post-surveys. At the end of

the quarter, in Mass A the scores were +5 and -91 in Class Di +6 and -5; in Class C,

+7 and -10; and in Class Di +12 and -1. In only one of these four sections did

writing apprehension appear to decrease. In the others it increased or remained

basically steady. I do not believe that the strategies I used are the only way to

reduce writing apprehension, but looking at these scores, I believe that writing

apprehension will not necessarily be reduced simply by the act of taking English 091.

The second group of figures reflects the total number Of words written.
.

Although more words does not necessmrily mean a better paper, when students are

less apprehensive, they do seem more willing to commit themselves on paper, to take

a chance bY saying more. All students wrote more words in their post-essays

while for some the number more than doubled.

The average length:of T7unit8 is recorded next. Students worked on sentence

combining exercises in their workbooks, and they also worked together on exercises

taken from their own papers. However, the time spent on sentence combining was

minimal; Although for most students the average length of T-units increased, for a

few it decreased in the post-essay, and even the increases are not particularly high.

Once again I sensed a problem, the frustration in transferring workbook exerclses

to a stUdent's own writing process. However, I believe that if we had spent more

time working with sentences from their own papers, we would hive made more progress.

Our two coordinators of freshmen composition read the pre- and post-essays and

evaluated them holistically, iimply indicating the better essay. They agreed on

13 Of the 16 essays. Two graduate students served.as third readers on the three

remaining essays. As a result only OVA pre-essay was indicated as better, while

15 post-essays were judged as being better writing samples.

Actually, I felt their writing skills improved even more than is indicated

in this analysis. The pre- and post-writing situations were restricted as to topic

and time, being written on an assigned topic in a fifty minute class period.

Throughout the quarter they had been spending four or five days generating ideas,
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writingo diddtSeing, and revising. As a result I saw a more dramatic improvement

between thei-r early papers and the ones they were writing at the end of the gUarter

than I did between pre.nnd pest=essays.

Students with to.,0 *titing apprehension tend to avoid bah Writing uourses

and careers Whidh inVOlve writing. Limited research in thit area suggests that

specifid intervention strategies do reduce writing apprehension and improve writing

tkills; This was not a structured research project with experimental and dtintrol

groups. But this 141 Whet I did in my class, and I was happy With the results;

I want to atintinue revising these procedures in my own frethten English classes,

and, equally important, I want to there these ideas with my students in English

Education, those future Englieh teachers who will soon be working *ith high school

students, teadhing them to write compositions. We need to dentinue exploring the

issue to help etudents at all levels to overcome apprehension and to develop

writing oompetencies so that theY Will not aVoid writing situations.



Mary Ann Tighe
TrOy State IiiiiversIty

Measurement of Writing Apprehension
(The Daly-Miller Test)

Bolow_is a series_of dtatements about writing. .There are he right or wrong answers

to these statemente. Please indicate the degree to abidh_oadh etatement applies to

you by ciraing the tiUMbet that-shows whether you strongly agree, agree, art un-

oertaini_distgree, or strongly disagree with the etateMent. While some of these

statemets May be'repetitious, please respond to all Of them; take your time and

trY to 'act ea honest as possible. Thank you for your cooperation in this Matter.

/ = strongly agree
2 = agree _

3 . uncertain
4 = disagree
5 =:strongly disagree

1 2 3 4 5 I. I avoid writing.

1 2 3 4 5 2. I have no fear of my writing's being evaluated;

1 2 3 4 5 3. I look forWard to writing down my ideas.

1 2 3 4 5 14, I am afraid of writing essays when I know they will be evaluated.

1 2 1 4 5 5; Taking a composition cduree is a very frightening experience.

t 2 1 4 5 6. Hat.ding in a composition makes me:feel geed.

1 2 3 4 5 7. My mind seems to ge blank when I start to work on my composition.

1 2 3 4 5 8; Expressing ideas through Writihe seems to be a waste of time.

t 2 3 4 5 9. I would enjoy Submitting my writing to magazines for evaluation

and publication.

1 2 3 4 5 10. I like to write down My ideae.

1 2 3 4 5 11. I feel confident in my ability to di:pre:id sy ideas clearly in

writing.

1 2 3 4 5 12. r like.to have my friends read what I have Written.

1 2 3 4 5 13. I'm nervous about *kiting._

1 2 3 4 5 14. People seem to enjoy what I Write.

1. 2 3 4 5 15. I enjoy writing;

1 2 3 4 5 16. I never seem to be_able to write down my ideas clearly.

1 2 3 4 5 17, Writing is a lot of fun.

1 2 3 4 5 18. I expect to do poorly in composition Classes even before

I enter them.

2 3 4 5 19. I like seeing my thoughts on paperi

2 3 4 5 20. Disduseing my writing with others is an enjoyable experieftee.

1 2 3 4 5 21. I_ have a terrible time organiZing toy ideas in a composition

COUrsei

2 3 4 5 22. Whefi I hand in a composition, I knoW I'M going to 41,

2 3 4 5 23. It'd easy for me to write jood compositions.

1 2 3 4 5 24; I don't VAS.% I wrLte as well act most other people.

1 2 3 4 5 25; I don't like my compositions tti be eta-cited.

1 2 3 4 5_ 26. I'm vot good at writing.

Reprinted by permission Of the National Council of Teachers of English.
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The paly-Miller Test

Positive/Negative Statements

11. - 16. + 21. +
2; - 7. 12. -., 17. = 22. +
3; - 8. + 13; + 18. + 23. =
4; + 9; 14. - 19. = 24. +
5i + 10. - 15. - 20. = 25. +

26. +

Crading the Test

The_response "strongly:agree" has a value of one._ If_a Student strongly agrees with
statement 1, a positive statement, add one point to his or her score. The response
"Strongly disagree" has a value of five; If_a student strongly disagrees with
statement 2, a negative_statement, subtract five points from_his or_her score. The
other responses_have the following values: agree, two; uncertain, three; diSagree,
four. If a student makes one of_these responses, add_or subtract the_appropriate
value. To determine whether_to_add_or subtract, simply check the symbol opposite each
Of the numbers. Writing_Apprehension = 78 + positive scores -_negative Statement
scores. _Scores may range from a low_of 26 (an extremely apprehentiVe Writer) to A
hikh Of 130 (a very confident writer).

Pre and Post F,ssay Writing Assignment

Toplet in one paragraph tell about_a time (relate an incident) when you were
happy/sad. Consider the following elements, but do not include them in your paper
unless they are important to your narrative.

What events led up_ to_this situation?
Were other people involved? Who? What roles did they pray?
Where did this happen? When?
Did you learn anything_from this incident?
How do you feel about it now?

AUdience: Other students in class. Write something that you would be willing to shar .

Purpose: To interest your audience. To tell them something significant that
they do not already know. To help them "experience" what happened to you;

You may make notes or outline on this paper before beginning to write, but copy the
final version on 8* x 11 paper, writing in ink on every other line.

Note: One half the clas8 wrote on the "happy" topic and one half on the "sad"
topic for the pre essay writing. The assignment was reversed for the post essay
writing.

11



The following journal: toPics are samples of those used for both in7 and out-of-
class assignments._ They are taken from The Teaching of Writing (New York: John
Wiley & Sons, 1981) by Stephen N. JUdy and Susan J. Judy;

Opening !IR
1. Rarly Childhood. Things you did when you were_younger and wiser (or not as wise
as you thought). Memories of fatily. Things you did that scared the daylights out
of grown7ups. Holidays. Disappointments. Being ill. Being happy.
2. People. Friends, enemies, rivals, unforgettable characters, relatives, people
who frightened_you, people who supported you.
3. Fond memories. Moments you'd like to relive.

EAglgtIqk the Self_
1. An experience in your life when you were the center of attention--
the star, the hero, a winner.
2. An incident in your life when you felt failure, disappointment, or embarrassment.
3. An event or experience in whiCh you learned something important about yourself
or other people.

Oneself and Others
1. Describe someone you dislike without directly telling the readers you dislike
the person. Focus on physical descriptions ar descriptions of actions to communicate
your_viewpoint.
2; Describe a person about whom_you_had a change of opinion--someone_you first dis-r
liked and then grew to like or the other way around. Describe the behavior that led
to the change;
3. Write about an argument that you had with a friend, taking the point Of Vie* Of
the adversary;

Exploring Issues, Problems, and- Values
1; What are the important aspects of the subject you are analyzing? _What are its
outstanding traits or qualities? What are its positive qualities? Its negative ones?
2; What does it look like, sound like, feel like, or taste like? (Write down very
specific observations so you can_base your writing in_concrete detail.)
3. What effect does your subject have on you?_ Does it please you? Stimulate you?
Anger you? Irritate you? Frustrate you? Sadden you? Make you laugh or Cry?



TAbb.c.

The following examples illustrate peer group activitiet di:ring the prewriting,

drafting; and revising stages.

Moving from journal notes to first draft

1; A; Author reads_two tentative topics to_the group.
13; Group discusses: Which topic sou:ids like the mott interetting basis fer a narrative?

C; Author seIects_tentative topic.
2 A. Author tells story orally:

How does it begin?
Who was involved?
Where did it happen?
How did it end?
How did you feel throughout?

B. Group interrupts at Any tithe tO ask_clarifying_questions.
C. Author taket hetet Oh quegatiOn that "audience" raises and uses these ideas

for first draft.

Moying from general to specifid

Read FAch paragraph and Underline places Where_the author moves from general to
specific ceMtent6. WhiCh paragraph dedit a better Job of developing an Idea for
the reader?

#1_ Diane and I are perfeet roommates for each other. We have similar personalities
and interests;_and_We get along great; We went to the same high_school our senior
year; and that't Where Rd tot te know each other._ Since we've_been here this year
we've become Cleter_than eVer ih that we're more like sisters than best friends.
We both haVe been there fOr eaoh_other all_along to share the,good times and the
badititet_tegether. We give eath other help and advice_whenever it's needed; or_we
just ate there te talk te._ This year has been a great and new_experience for_both
of us; and it Wad geed having someone to share it,with. times that we!ve been
homesick et denfUded it't_tide to know you have,someone_there so you don't have to
fade it &lend. Needloaa_to_say; we enjoy each others company and therefore we spend
alet Of tite together; Maybe that's what makes us perfect roommates.

#2 My dott root is uncomfortable in many_waysi_ The once white walls are now a
dingy_yellowish color. Sometimes they feel like they are closing in on me. The
root is about 20 feet by 12 feet; but seems to_get smaller the_Ionger I stay in it.
The beds are squeeky and very uncomfortable too. _The springs are wore out; and I
often wake up in the middle of the night_with_a backache. My_overhead light isn't
working right either; it keeps_flickering on_and off all the time. The light over
my desk takes about a minute to warm up and come on. As uncomfortable as my room
may seem; I must tolerate it, because it's home.
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Working CA revision with a partner

After reading the author'S draft, answer the following questions.1. In your tAtti Words what iS the controlling idea? (Paraphrase the author's topic
Sentence)

2. List the cat:des/effects
Which the author identifies.

3. Why do you think the author
arranged the causes/effedta

in this order?4. What tranSitiOnaI words or phrases doe6 the author use? List them.
5. How could the author clSIi, the pavier to make the COhtrolling idea And support

mare cleat noir the reader? What could the author add? omit? reviSe?
6. After reading the raper, What did yOU learn that you did not know before? Be ape-eine.

If the infOrMation is general, say so.

7. What could the author add to make the pater more signifiCant? more interesting?
more inforMatiVe?

Forking on revision with A SMall group et the entire Class
CUideIines fOr Writer's WorkShop

AUthor reads_paper
AUdience follOWS copy and Makea notes

Audience respOnds_
A. What was handled_well in the paper? (DiaCuss A thoroughly beforeproceeing_to B.)
B. How could the paper be iMprOVed?

For both A and B be specific, indentifying the particular Sentence, phraae, or word;Consider:

Does the topic sentence haVe a controlling idea?Ts the paragraph organiZed?
Are there adequate tranaitions?
Ts the coMparison

parallel?
Ts there SUffiCient infortation?Ts the infOrmation intereSting?
Does it collie to a conclusiOh?

3. Author responds: How do you plan to revise the paper?

1 4
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Determining criteria fer eValuation

Both paragraphtdescribe a Sob. Read silently. Which it better? Why?

11 I had been asked by_a friend, if I would mind keeping theii._child for a summerjOb. I really_needed_the_tbneY_so I agreed to babysit. The thild was five yearsold and his name was Juatin. The parents of the child diEt not believe in any_typeof discipline. Therefore the_thild would try:to get away With everything. EverydayJuStin and I would learn abmething new about each other; TbWards the end of thesummer I had tried to teath Juatin that he must_be nite. _If he WOuld be a good littleboy then he_would always_be teWarded in some way. Juatin'a parents realized thatthey must love him but alsb teadh_discipline to him. Finally At_the end of theSimmer Justin and I were beat buddies. He had learned to be goOd and not to givebabyaitters such a hard tate.

#2 The worst and most demeaning job I aver had was as A aeWingMachine operator inthe tektile mill in my homett4n,_ I remember the erie feeling that tame over me asI Walked into the mill for the first_ time. All of the wind-0We had been painted adull green and all of the doort tb the outside were closed bnCe_the workday began._There were times that I would nOtide different faces and_I WOUld_Almost sense theirinner feelings, just by their eXpressions. There was a look bf fatigue as eachmorning they started the same Monbtonous job they had porforted for so long. Manywomen_had worked as long as thirty years at the same job. I dan Also recall the daythat_I consider a turning point_in my life._ As I walked intb tha ladies room thisljarticular day, it was filled with_tigarette smoke and waa very dark since, the windowwas painted. There was a lady talking about how
her_nerves. something a lot of the Women had a
lbaing a baby because of lifting_heavy bundles
must make a better life for myeelf.

EvalUatiOn Paragraph #1

much meditation _She was ot for
problem with. AnOther lady recalled
of work. Thia wee the day I knew I

Coherency (guides the reader) 2 3 4 (x2)
TOpic_sentence with controlling idea
Organization
U80 of transitions

Development (interests and informa the reader) 1 2 3 4 (x3)
Sufficient_information
Focuaed information
Movea from general o specific

Editorial akille (respects the reader) 1 2 3 4 (xl)

Evaluation ParagraPh #7, Classification and Division

Coherency (guid3s the_roader)
1 2 3 4 (x2)Topic sentence with controlling idea

Organization
Consideration Of audience

Development (informs and interests the reader) 1 2 3 4 x3)Parallel development_of categories
Support for controlling idea
Specific detaila
Significant inforMatiOn

Editorial skills (respetta the reader) 1 2 3 4 (xl)

A=23=24, - =22, B=19-21, 13= =18, C=15-17, = 14, D=11=13i D- = 10



MoVing from peer response ta self evaluation

AUthor

Peer Critic

Read both paragraphs carefully; then answer the following questions.

1. Copy the topic Sentence of each paragraph.

HaPPY

Sad

2. WhiCh topic sentence is better? Why? (Consider focus and control)

3. Which paragraph has better organization': 'iny is

and sequential order)

Which_ paragraph has better development? Why is
specific" movement and significant information)

5; Which paragraph has fewer mechanical errors

it better? (Consider transitions

it better? (Consider "general to

and more fluent sentence structure?

6. Overall, which paragraph is better?

To the author:

1. Note the answer to #6. Is the
one you wrote?

2. At this pant1 what do you see
3. What is the nain weakness that

The above analysLa should help

paragraph indidated de "bettor" the firSt or second

as your greatest strength_in Writing?
you still need to wark en?
you as you prepare for your final exam.

Student Essays, Pre and Pest

HaPPY One of the happiest times of my life was the day I graduated high schao1.
The_thought of reaching one of my goals give me a sense of pride and aacompilsh-
ment; As I think back now I realize that if it had not been for my *parent
teachers, and family, I would never have reached my goal. My parents and family
pushed me to do the best I could do. My teachers seemed never to settle for
passing but, they wanted my best. The largest reason I was so happy was the
fact I had my parent, teachers, and family proud.

Sad Selling Chester, my first show calf, was a sad experience_that I never
forgot.. He was blue in color with a white face and wieghed about 1000 1bs. I

had owned him for about six month when the time came to sell hinz arrived. As
I led him to ..-;he sale ring, I noticed many other young people crying because they
had had to sale their show calves. Entering the sale ring I began to think of
all the fun I had had training Chester, and it seemed as if I was_saling apart
of myself with the calf. But after the sale was over I realized I would no
longer have Chester. That is when I understood that sometimes I would have to
do things that hurt, but I have to keep on going.
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Student Writing Apprehension
Total No, of Words Ay Length of T-units

Holistic Einluatioa
Number Pre Post +/- Pre Post +1 Pre Post_21..... Pre_ host_

92 93 +1 85 165 +80 10,6 13,3 +2,7
X

61 65 +4 143 182 +39 12,5 11,4 -1,1
X

75 91 +16 189 250 +61 11;5 21 +9;5
X

51 56 +5 144 200 +56 10;5 16,4 +5;9 X
5 86 81 -5 72 141 +69 14;1, 11,5 -2 ;9

X
6 66 77 +11 105 285 .4.180 11;6 21,2 49,6

X

60 84 +24 101 135 +34 14,4 16,1 +1;7 X

59 91 +/ 173 249 +76 11.3 15-7 +2;4
82 92 +10 127 182 +55 8;1 9,5 +1;4

10 BO 75 129 194 +65 9,1 13,2 +4,1
it 72 86 +14 113 189 +76 110 9,7 -1;6
12 105 100 115 164 +49 16,4 it 8 46
13 78 90 +12 74 252 4178 12;4 14,8 +2,5
14 59 84 +25 135 137 42 10,2 8,5 -1,7

X
15 73 +18 95 195 +AO 136 17 +36
16 78 93 +15 127 183 +56 8,3 9 + ,7

13 students Vete lese apprehensive
11 students

increased average 11unit length
3 students were here apprehensive

5 students:decreased aver* T-unit length
16 students %mote longer papers

15 Ambits wrote P Iktter post essay0 students wrote shorter papers
1 student vroto ; better pre essay

17


